Compliance packaging solutions compatible with SynMed® technology
To help meet the evolving needs of today’s busy pharmacist, Venalink offers a wide range of customizable compliance packaging products that
are fully compatible with SynMed® technology.

FlexRx Light™
■■
■■
■■
■■

Perforated, detachable blister cavities
for portability
Permanent, tamper-evident adhesive label
Rounded edges on blister cavity create a
medication cup
Optional blister with integrated hooks
for hanging/storage

Automated dispensing system for oral medications in
compliance packaging to reduce costs and achieve high
levels of dispensing accuracy:
■■
■■

■■
■■
■■

Production speed of 25 to 45 multi-dose cards per hour
Barcode and biometric scanning ensures secure production
and tracks responsibility
Contains 400+ medication containers
Enhanced labels, including patient photos and medication images
Calibrate your drug containers on-site in 5 minutes, at no extra cost

Qube
■■
■■
■■
■■

Easy fill and check, high-capacity
compliance card
Customizable cover to maximize
branding opportunities
Larger morning and night blister cavities
Clear instructions make it easy for
patients to use

Ultra-high capacity compliance packaging production
with all the benefits of SynMed’s proprietary technology
and enhanced features:
■■

■■
■■
■■

Tri-Fold
■■
■■
■■

Four blister sizes available
Customizable cover to maximize
branding opportunities
Ample room for multiple prescription
labels on inside cover

3 times the capacity of the SynMed XF with only 1.5 times 		
the footprint
Increased production speed – 102 multi-dose cards per hour
500+ medication containers
No downtime for replenishment

A guidance system for secure manual production, or used
with automation for advance placement of exception drugs:
■■
■■
■■
■■

Uses a touchscreen computer for accurate medication placement
Ensures secure production and tracks responsibility
Production tray allows filling for 8-12 cards
Enhanced label capabilities

Questions? Please contact your local Venalink sales representative or Venalink at sales@venalink.co.uk. You can also watch a video showcasing our solutions 		
within SynMed filling technology.
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